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Justin Levitt <jlevitt@ndcresearch.com> Tue, May 2, 2017 at 2:10 AM
To: Dishesbite@yahoo.com
Cc: Douglas Johnson <djohnson@ndcresearch.com>, Darold Pieper <dpieper@ci.vista.ca.us>, 
kvaldez@ci.vista.ca.us

Thank you very much for your time and interest in Vista's districting process. As the City’s demographic 
consultant, NDC has received your proposed plan and imported it into our computers. Attached are the 
resulting PDF maps and demographic spreadsheets. 

The map is contiguous and population-balanced, and it is a legally viable draft map.  However, I did want to 
note that the population totals don't quite match the numbers on the map submitted; the actual deviations 
are a bit higher (though still under the 10% maximum deviation). While the boundaries of this map match 
the boundaries on your map, the spreadsheet assigned Population Unit 36 to District C instead of District 
B--which would result in non-contiguous districts.  I drew in the districts on the map itself, but I would be 
happy to change.  

Assuming you're fine with this, I will post map and accompanying demographics to the City's districting 
website. The comments regarding your plan that you submitted along with the map will also be provided to 
the City Council.

Once again, thank you for your interest in this process and for taking the time to draw and submit a 
proposed map of City Council districts. Please encourage your friends and neighbors to share their views 
regarding this important project for Vista – the more public participation we can generate in this process, 
the better!

Justin

2 attachments

NOchsle1_map.pdf
613K 

NOchsle1_stats.pdf
49K 

Nanci Oechsle <dishesbite@yahoo.com> Tue, May 2, 2017 at 3:10 PM
To: Justin Levitt <jlevitt@ndcresearch.com>

Hi Justin,

Thank you for the follow up.  I will share this info to encourage more people to submit!

Nanci

[Quoted text hidden]
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